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TO:

All NIT to TEP Customers

July 3, 2019

NIT to TEP Shed Deadlines
At the November 2018 Customer Dialogue meeting, TransGas proposed a twenty-six (26)
month NIT to TEP (NTT) renewal notice period; Customer Dialogue supported the change at the
June 2019 meeting and TransGas Executive approved the change on July 2, 2019.
Background
Currently, the TransGas Tariff states that shippers must provide TransGas with notice of intent
to amend or terminate Receipt contracts originating at NIT at least thirteen (13) months prior to
the expiry date. However, TransGas is currently required to contract on the Mainline to fulfill
NTT contracts and the Firm Transportation Service Toll Schedule for TC Energy’s Mainline
contains a renewal provision, which requires twenty-four (24) months’ notice.
A change to 26 months’ notice would allow sufficient time for TransGas to re-offer terminated
Service to other customers, or to shed any offsetting Mainline transportation.
Impact
This will affect all new NTT contracts and those that are due to shed on or after November 1,
2021. TransGas will be sending a renewal notice regarding these contracts to provide sufficient
notice for customers to follow the revised 26 month deadline.
This change will become effective immediately and the Tariff will be updated soon to reflect this
change.

At Customer Dialogue meetings a number of items are discussed that all TransGas customers
should be aware of. Customer Dialogue meetings occur quarterly; summaries of the meetings
are made available to the public on the TransGas website within the Customer Dialogue
section.
If you have any questions regarding the information shared in this announcement, please
contact a member of the TransGas Customer Services team.
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